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Chapter 1 From depositional patterning to cultural practices

This volume developed from a thesis proposal granted in 1989, for a period of three years.1 The 
title was: ‘From depositional patterning to cultural practices: the development of theory and 
methods for the interpretation of (Roman) Iron Age communities.’ Summarized, the aim was:

‘Linkages between material patterning and interpretation at the cultural level will be 
studied through use of recent developments in theory and methodology. Results of 
extensive research within Noord-Holland will be used hereby to achieve an inter-
pretation of the nature of communities for the period c. 400 BC - 400 AD, also in 
respect to the neighbouring regions of Germania libera and the Roman Empire.’ 

The data here discussed were generated with students and volunteers through successive rescue 
excavations within the coastal province of Noord-Holland.2 Dating of the traces examined for 
this work spans the period from about 600 BC to 350 AD, but there are some traces dating to 
the medieval period, to around 1200. Initially planned was a comparison of settlement forms and 
possible meanings for this one region to possible differences and similarities with other areas of 
north-western Europe. The comparison has taken another form, as will be mentioned below in 
the chapter summaries. Generally, the aim has been achieved, but certainly in a form different 
from expectations. 

Lines of analyses were to be taken further than explored in previous work (Therkorn 1983, 
1984) in analysing, for example, housing remains as place and zoological remains as represent-
ing more than the sum of bones strictly representing remains of food resources and secondary 
products. However, during the final stages of analyses within the grant period, the inkling of 
a possible reason for patterning of feature placement, accompanied by particular deposits of 
materials, led to concentrating on an interpretation of seasonal concerns of inhabitants within 
ritual. Certainly unsuspected was subsequent definition of large-scale patterns, where individual 
features can be interpreted as representing stars forming still recognized constellations. Broadly, 
there was the possibility afforded of formulating an interpretative setting, with multiple facets of 
meaning, of inhabitant concerns while they were creating features within their settlement. The 
nature of the intertwining of everyday aspects and cosmology as landscape, including both the 
earth and the sky, could be explored at the scale of single farmsteads. ‘Ritual’ could be examined 
as to actual content.  

The unanticipated time spent on the definition of large-scale iconography as placement of 
features led to little emphasis placed on theory, or methods. At a basic level, is the question of 
how to interpret features, in the present. 

However, something of theory may be illustrated in regards to integrated aspects of marked 
place, cosmology, economy and gender within settlement layout. Facets of theory and method 
were derived initially from Bourdieu (1977), and later from Hodder’s development of contex-





tual archaeology (e.g., 1986, 1987a & b, 1989, 1992), also in regards to the long term within 
archaeological analyses. The long term interconnects with an interest being developed during 
the research project within which the excavations occurred. Some careful renewal of interest 
in ethnohistory within Dutch archaeological circles was evident by the 1980’s (e.g., Waterbolk 
1980, Van der Waals 1982). Working within the Assendelver Polder research project of Noord-
Holland (Brandt et. al 1987), Garthoff-Zwaan (1987) was broadening the framework for the 
interpretation of material culture within archaeology through historical texts in the vernacular. 
How archaeologically gained materials could be a part of historical anthropology (e.g., Gurevich 
1992), or even religious anthropology within historical study (e.g., Dupront 1985) remains to be 
seen. Research of late prehistory could interconnect much more with these interests through the 
echoes of pre-Christian practices within the historical period, and a role for archaeology could 
be effected, as part of the history of Europe, such as suggested by Sherratt (1992).

The study presented here might be seen as interconnecting with advances of applied theory 
within Dutch archaeological studies of common materials, facets of meaning, and structured 
action (Abbink 1986, 1999) and similar approaches in regarding the ‘elite’ and their materials, 
within ritual and religion (Derks 1998, Diepeveen 2001). Materials, landscape and ritual are also 
becoming more forcefully addressed (cf Fontijn 2003). 

An increasing number of fields of study seemed applicable during the process of forming 
interpretational frameworks within successive and parallel stages of analyses. Mallory (1989,132-
33) has remarked, for example, that there is ‘ample room for archaeological “testing” of the 
tripartite model’; and, ‘Although the tripartite conceptual system proposed for the ancient 
Indo-Europeans offers some opportunity for archaeological confirmation, it is a bit surprising 
to see how little use of archaeology has been made by those interested in comparative mythol-
ogy’. Northern mythology pertains to the sites which are of the later prehistory situated within 
a Germanic area, and there is a special indebtedness to Davidson (e.g., 1964, 1981, 1988, 1993, 
1996, 1998) for bringing archaeological materials and texts together in a critical manner. Rather 
than relating the excavation data as illustrating texts, however, here proposed is a reversal of the 
situation, where small-scale community remains can shed some light on what is known, mainly 
through later texts, of Germanic cosmology.

While there is attention given to the Noord-Holland sites as part of European tradition, it is 
necessary to delve mainly into anthropology for the component of cultural astronomy (cf Ruggles 
1999). The field of study extends far beyond the alignment debate of mainly British researchers 
with which some archaeologists in the Netherlands may be familiar. For archaeologically gained 
data, there do not seem to be studies for a European region of the type, or scale of detail, for 
small-scale, farming communities such as presented here for Noord-Holland within expressions of 
interlocking ritual and economy, of seasons and agrarian cycles, and marking settlement place as 
the landscape of the sky. The sites concentrated upon in this volume are near the transformatory 
period of religion brought about by the introduction of Christianity. Through the interpretation 
presented, the metaphor of the ‘powers of darkness and light’ is translated by means of the dialectics 
of literal meaning, the aspects of night and day, daily practices and sky phenomena, which seem to 
have framed and led to creation of various settlement features as part of cosmology. 





 .                                   -           
       

The content of this study grew through excavations of sites first carried out within the Assen-
delver Polder Project (Brandt et al. 1987). The region of research was subsequently enlarged and 
the project was renamed the Oer-IJ Estuary Project, in 1983, and sites of the Schagen area, Uit-
geesterbroek Polder, the Velserbroek, again within the Assendelver Polders, and lastly the Broek-
polder were excavated. Figure 1 shows the position of the polder areas of the sites mentioned in 
the text which were excavated within this project.3 Figure 1 also shows, imposed on the modern 
landscape, the trajectory of the main Oer-IJ channel, a shifting (here shown for the last stage of 
development c. 100 BC), natural landscape feature having much to do with forming the estua-
rine area. It seems also to have formed a border within the region.4 After the 1st c. BC, the main 
estuary channel remained as a watery depression, rather than part of an active estuarine system.

The focus of excavations within the project was on prehistory – traces at the sites excavated 
spanning the period 2000 BC – 350 AD. Features of the medieval and modern period became 
increasingly important as the long term became emphasised within the interpretational frame-
work. 

In an anthropologically inclined approach, and for archaeological materials, it was thought neces-
sary to start small, and with ever increasing scales of inclusion, to enclose larger parts of the region, 
through time. Individual characteristics of the material record in this region can be defined at the 
level of the family. Characteristic throughout prehistory is a shifting of the dwelling location after 
about one generation of use. It is what has evidently become known as the ‘household’ approach, 
but without many of the difficulties encountered by others in recognition of discrete events (cf 
e.g., Smith 1992). One is not confronted with the basic dilemma of which features were formed 
by which family as is the case at sites with multiple, contemporary dwellings, and/or through 
the confusion that characterises sites where dwellings were rebuilt over each other through suc-
cessive generations. The approach has been for the last twenty years to select and concentrate on 
excavating sites where there is good vertical stratigraphy and/or clearly only one dwelling present 
with associated features. Similarities are being defined, as well as differences, due to the increas-
ing number of sites excavated to either side of the Oer-IJ estuary channel. It is now considered 
a border dividing groups of people with different traditions, on the one hand, but where other 
traditions are shared across the border of the Oer-IJ having to do with cosmology (Therkorn et 
al. forthcoming). 

 
At the settlement level, the smallest unit of study was the house, within the body of data for 
the Assendelver Polders, to the northeast of the former Oer-IJ. The short-term of each dwell-
ing structure within the Assendelver Polders was the subject of pattern analyses following on 
Bourdieu’s definition of the house within habitus, trying to illustrate as archaeologically gained 
data, Bourdieu’s theory of the house as opus operatum:

‘...it is in the dialectical relationship between the body and a space structured accord-
ing to the mythico-ritual oppositions that one finds form par excellence of the struc-
tural apprenticeship which leads to the em-bodying of the structures of the world, that 
is, the appropriating by the world of a body thus enabled to appropriate the world. In 





a social formation in which the absence of symbolic-product-conserving techniques 
associated with literacy retards the objectification of symbolic and particularly cultural 
capital, inhabited space – and above all the house – is the principle locus for the objec-
tification of the generative schemes; and, through the intermediary of the divisions 
and hierarchies it sets up between things, persons, and practices, this tangible classifying 
system continuously inculcates and reinforces the taxonomic principles underlying all 
the arbitrary provisions of this culture’ (Bourdieu 1977, 89).

Objectified relationships found as ‘the house’, as the site of structures within the sense of economic 
division, gender relations and traditions in (re)creating spatial proportions were suggested for this 
small area within the region (Therkorn 1983, 1987a). Spatial proportions were different to other 
groups from other regions, and considered to be unconsciously reproduced. There were also stan-
dards of measurements noted, but little attention was given to the delineated measuring aspect. 

Figure 1  Areas of the sites of Noord-Holland discussed in the text, and the trajectory of the Oer-IJ chan-
nel of the estuary, which had closed by the 1st c. BC.  





The Assendelver Polder sites were dated mainly to the late 1st c. BC and 1st c. AD. Later was the 
site of Schagen Muggenburg-I, of around 300 AD, about 40 km to the north of the Assendelver 
Polder sites, which was used to suggest some signs of transformations connected to gender 
spheres. This was thought marked through difference, as compared to the Assendelver sites, seen 
as separation, and greater emphasis in marking activity areas presumed to be mainly of the female 
sphere (the house) and another area as focus of activity, mainly metal working, attributed to the 
male sphere (Therkorn 1987b). It was also the beginning of including other settlement features 
within the net of those analysed in sameness and difference of material traces.  

The Schagen Muggenburg-I features had not been analysed fully at that time. The pits espe-
cially, with excellent preservation of materials and great variation as to quality and quantity of 
deposits, had not been interpreted other than in the vague sense of some possibly as ‘ritual’ and 
others as possibly ‘rubbish’. 

The designations were traditionally derivative, using categories of archaeological field-jargon 
naively assuming there was an argued reason for the tradition of use.5 The plan was to take the 
house, the well-preserved surfaces, other activity areas, and the finds in features and their spatial 
layout as the next level of analyses towards an integrated interpretation of traces left by one fam-
ily. This was to be compared to earlier sites of the region. 

Pits and materials, and the same materials in other archaeological contexts of the house, 
within one settlement, were analysed with the idea of illustrating the following general concept, 
of both method and theory: 

‘... where the surviving material culture data are sufficiently networked, it is possible to 
grasp variations in meaning in different contexts because the network is itself the attempt 
by people in the past to construct order through the repetition of similarities and differ-
ences along various culturally chosen dimensions of variation’ (Hodder 1987b, 7).

The idea of longer-term similarities and differences is worked out here for a broader scale of 
archaeological features, starting with the background of the dwelling, to extend the net of feature 
and material associations within the one settlement, and as compared to others, back through 
time. Included in this volume are five sites situated to either side of the Oer-IJ. To the north of 
the channel, two sites of the Schagen area are described most fully. For the aspect of large pattern 
comparison, there is the site of the Uitgeesterbroek Polder, and to the other side of the Oer-IJ, 
two sites within the Velserbroek (fig. 1). From Schagen to the Velserbroek is about 45 km, with 
the earliest and latest site being distant, in time, by about nine centuries. The settlements, with 
each their specific patterns, inter-related, are considered for the longer term of suggested large-
scale patterning of features. The types of traces could lead to a broad illustration of the text:

‘Since action in the world partly depends on concepts, and since concepts are learnt 
through experience in the world, in which one is brought up and lives, it is feasible 
that long-term continuities in cultural traditions exist, continually being renegoti-
ated and transformed, but nevertheless generated from within. Part of the aim of 
archaeology may be to identify whether such long-term continuities exist, and how 
they are transformed and changed’ (Hodder 1986, 9-10).

Long-term continuities of unexpected patterns do seem to exist, but there is also the facet of 
research bound to the historical present, and expectations of types of interpretations acceptable 
about the past. 





Hopefully, presentation of the data below is structured sufficiently into types of categories 
for clarity of how the interpretation arose: archaeologically gained, in the field, and those of 
historical, written, textual materials, dating to various times. However, because of the data indi-
cations, which are deemed sufficiently networked, historical texts6 gain an altered interpretation. 
That is, later texts become differently approached as they are regarded through earlier traditions 
distinguished through other types of materiality gained from the archaeology of one region. 
Single household traces are taken up within broader themes of European scope, which have 
been largely ignored by archaeologists, but which have exactly to do with materials and indica-
tions of past mentality. A start may be made in that which Sherratt (1992, 140) considers possible 
– that archaeology has come of age when historians learn from archaeologists. For the Dutch 
situation, however, critical reflection could be a more prominent feature within archaeological 
circles, and certainly on points of what questions can be asked, and how the answers derive from 
expectations, situated within historical processes (Hodder 1992, 192). The historical text passages 
in some chapters might induce archaeologists of the later prehistoric and medieval period to 
broaden analyses of their materials. Specialisation, especially at the watershed of pagan to early 
Christian period may be blocking understanding of either. 

 .                                        

The structure of this work can be summarized: 
• Chapters 1, 3, 5 & 7 are chapters considering texts of various dates, dealing with the past in 

a cultural historical manner, through past research as historical text, or materials including 
historical texts as ‘finds’ brought to the fore through aspects of archaeologically gained data 
presented in the preceding chapter(s). 

• Chapters 2, 4 & 6 are on aspects of the recovered data, and basic interpretation of facets of 
five sites within the region. The framework of the seasonal as explaining pit digging and fill-
ing in Chapter 2 is actually ‘testable’ as are the patterns presented of constellation figures in 
Chapter 4. Chapter 6 is where combination occurs, towards sketching more of cosmology, as 
landscape and time becomes addressed.

The scale is of data inclusion is widened in various ways:
• through starting with the details of two settlements, near contemporary (300-350 AD) at 

Schagen Muggenburg, and within one-half kilometre of one another, for basic modelling of 
feature and settlement structure interpretation (Chapter 2), 

• to a widening of the time scale back to the earlier Iron Age, c. 600 BC, and distance of about 45 
kilometres away, as an additional three settlements are regarded for the interpretation of large-
scale iconography, as the imbedded, cosmological facet of settlement landscape of dug feature 
placement (Chapter 4). The additional sites are two in the Velserbroek dating to the 1st/2nd c. 
AD, and 600 BC, and one in the Uitgeesterbroek Polder of 1st c. BC-1st c. AD (fig. 1).

• returning (Chapter 6) to the settlements of Schagen Muggenburg I & III, more encompassing 
socio-economic aspects and the landscape of cosmology are suggested as part of  long-term 
tradition, for just these two families.

Chapters 2, 4 & 6 are succeeded each by a chapter regarding materials and interpretation within 
a wider scale of various themes. And, within the text chapters 3, 5 & 7, data as interpreted from 
Chapters 2, 4 & 6, is considered to provide more and different insights into the past or ongoing 







discussion. Thus, Chapters 3, 5 & 7 have suggestions as to a somewhat different, additional, or 
re-designed interpretation of known types of texts, ancient to more modern. 

Chapters 3, 5 & 7 are certainly incomplete and tread on various specialist subjects. A number of 
aspects of research become linked, however, which through specialized archaeological practice, 
particularly of the later 20th c., are no longer integrated research fields, certainly not within the 
Netherlands. The seeming disparity of subjects such as foot-symbolics, divination, stars, tropes 
and linguistics, or a much-studied text such as the Voluspa of the Poetic Edda, become linked. 
These themes and subjects can be additionally interpreted in the light of features and daily-life 
materials from farming communities within a region, within later prehistory. 

Along with specialized, institutionalised practices, along lines of materials, archaeologists also 
have the habit of separating off prehistory from history, as period specializations. Time is continu-
ous, and use has been made here in addressing texts for information contained on pagan practice, 
for developing interpretations of the pre-Christian period. There is also an emphasis placed on 
developing interpretation on features of small farming communities for charting transformation, as 
part of religious precepts, as something more than ‘ritual’, of the pagan to the Christian. Everyone 
is in agreement that facets of pagan practices lived on, as transforming tradition through to the 
modern period, although the form has been largely ignored in analyses of actual traces.  

There are of course distinct differences with the introduction of a new religion, and the 
framework of interpretation put forward in this volume includes aspects of difference: The past 
is different; people did not have your common sense; logic is time and culturally specific. But, 
through the progress of time, any interpretation, certainly for the later prehistoric period, should 
probably be recognizable at some level in the Middle Ages. The anthropological, and historical, 
theme of  ‘inversion’ is taken up here, and is considered to be invaluable in considering pagan 
to later practice.  

Chapters 2-7 can be summarised as follows:

Chapter 2: The chapter begins where the earlier study left off through interpretation integrating 
the dwelling with the immediate settlement area. Two sites (300-350 AD) are discussed: Scha-
gen Muggenburg-I & III. Both are characterized by excellent preservation of both surfaces and 
materials deposited in features, including bone and wood. Pits are the key for supplying the code 
for suggestions within the networking analyses of finds, also in relation to the pit-deposits of 
livestock and humans. There was an economic base of livestock with a great emphasis on cattle, 
and a small degree of cultivation, in line with the outcome of settlement research for the broad 
area over the last thirty years. Woltering (2000; and see references therein) has provided the most 
recent, and most extensive discussion and analyses to date. 

Within the present study, attention is given to the way beasts and their parts were deposited, 
and to the importance within the settlement of bone, as object of deposits. The patterned depos-
its led to an interpretation that all pits were dug and filled within seasonal ritual. Attempting to 
retrieve cycles of primarily animal husbandry with an interpreted cycle of ritual was influenced 
by Bourdieu’s discussion of the Kabalye’s mythical and agrarian year (Bourdieu 1977, 96-158) 
(fig. 2). 

Chapter 2 is concerned with basic delineation for archaeological materials of a level of struc-
ture as networked deposits and features whereby the interpretation moves towards meaning in the 







subsequent chapters: The grouped pits are modelled as marking seasonal ritual, and an attempt is 
made at integrating economic activities bound to time, that is, the seasonally imbued, small-scale 
farming, subsistence economy. This is also where Hodder’s suggestion of networks (see above), as 
the term is here understood, can be taken at a most literal level: the pits as marked space, as nodes, 
containing materials bound through similarity to other pits across settlement space. 

‘Time’ is inherent in this literal analysis, as through the duration of habitation, pit digging is 
assumed to have been part of the settlement process, marking and in ways re-iterating past time, 
through the similarity of deposits made. Pits were also dug mainly as groups of three.

Classical and medieval texts suggested the points within yearly time of ritual focus, in com-
bination with available ageing indications of slaughtered animals, remains of which were depos-
ited in pits and other features. A seasonal model for the pit groups is put forward, but the point 
is not belaboured that these pits have to do with seasons, on the basis of the contents of pits. 
This comes out in a different form in Chapter 4 and 6, within the facet of spatial placement of 
features.

The Schagen Muggenburg-I site was sufficiently excavated to suggest a structured settlement 
area, which is further interpreted through structuring principles of lived space. The burials of 
animals and humans seem to mark a horizontal axis within a life-death strategy of demarcation 
across settlement space, a process of demarcation that is cyclical, but additive, as it was achieved 
during settlement time. The result is a static archaeological plan. The site of Schagen Muggen-
burg-III was less extensively excavated, but the seasonal model is suggested to apply through 
similarity in the code of specific pit deposits. The pits here are also mainly grouped in threes.



Figure 2   Bourdieu’s (1977, 134) scheme of the farming year and the mythical year.





Chapter 3: The centuries long discussion on foot-symbols is taken up for the broader context in 
relation to the Schagen foot bone elements, which interweave (that is, network) many features, 
as deposit. Pre-specialized archaeology is considered through early 20th c. to 1960’s texts on the 
foot-symbol discussion, but it is revamped. 

Presently used metaphors are seen to encompass, or impose, present meaning on types of 
seemingly most insignificant Schagen bone materials in pits, not ignoring double hermeneutics. 
A method is implemented which might border on deconstruction through regarding modern 
metaphors of life’s path, finds-literality of the foot bones of livestock, the broad economic con-
cerns within the seasonal-cyclical, and depositional context. By regarding the past discussion, but 
also by looking at the bones themselves, a form-analogy seems better to enfold facets of meanings 
than those put forward by previous authors, and the symbol is determined to be non-arbitrary. 

Some foot bones were also probably used within divination. The active use of foot bones as 
lots/life’s-lot is placed more widely in use-categorization within a mentality of divination/prog-
nostication. Classical and European missionary texts are used for briefly examining an apparently 
general tradition of prognostication practices by pagans and Christians. The belief-system, as well 
as the use of everyday materials within action, is illustrated. Prognostication remained (remains 
for some) important, although other materials than bone and wood seem to have been substi-
tuted for divining a higher will of a different god within the Christian period. Missionaries did 
not maintain the other gods did not exist; they did associate the efficacy of materials and wor-
ship of the devil and his demons, the pantheon of pagan gods, with actively used, small, everyday 
materials such as those recovered from pits. 

Bones are also brought into connection with trees. Similarity of form, and linguistics of tropes, 
as an excursion into widely used taxonomic form, provides an interpretation for an inverted, 
pagan, structuring relation of animal and human bodies and body parts of trees. Hereby, a facet 
of cosmology including a ‘World Tree’ is taken up. A few textual examples are given, and for 
the data, included are the deposits of non-worked wood, within spheres of meaning for the 
late prehistoric Schagen sites. Finally, divination is drawn back to contracts with the gods, via 
Marcel Mauss (1990 [1950]), toward materials as agents, as an interpretation for depositing some 
particular materials planted in features of the Schagen sites. 

Chapter 4: If ‘stars’ seem a bizarre subject for archaeologists, one should read Chapter 5 first, 
before this chapter. This chapter was placed before Chapter 5 because the level of interpretation 
is commensurate with that of Chapter 2, as patterns have been delineated within analyses, and 
networking is again the method used. The patterns are shown in the drawings, and the drawings 
do need more attention than is general for publications of archaeologically recovered sites. One 
can decide for oneself whether or not the large patterns seem to be reproduced. The itemized 
deposits of each position, as stated in the text, are important for demonstrating what seems to be 
non-coincidental occurrence of deposits at certain positions. 

Pit groups and the placement around settlement place are interpreted as forming large-scale 
figures based on star – constellation – patterns. This construction is on a larger scale than the pit 
groupings described in Chapter 2, as it has to do with exact placement of the features across set-
tlement space. Four constellation patterns are suggested for the Schagen Muggenburg-I features, 
whereby nearly all of the pit and linear features are interpreted as to spatial positioning. This is a 
dimension in addition to the seasonal criteria discussed in Chapter 2 of pit interpretation. 







A repetitive action of ritual, such as the seasonal explanation of dug features set out in rec-
ognizable patterns – landscaping a settlement in line with parts of a perceived sky landscape – is 
only interesting as an interpretation if it is present elsewhere. The tradition, somewhat differently 
executed, was thought sufficiently indicated for three other sites regarded for this aspect to pres-
ent the interpretation. (The recent excavations of the Broekpolder have been regarded for these 
patterns, although results are as yet inconclusive (Therkorn et al. forthcoming)). Here, for the 
sites discussed, something of an institutionalised practice is concluded. 

Many features at the three earlier sites are taken up within a similar spatial planning using 
the drawn models from Schagen Muggenburg-I. The earlier sites discussed are two within the 
Velserbroek and one in the Uitgeesterbroek Polder (fig. 1). At least two constellation patterns are 
recognizable back through time to the earlier Iron Age. Re-marking in the medieval period of 
parts of a pattern at one site in the Velserbroek shows a continued concern with the place, and 
the deposits are such as to suggest direct referencing and meaning similar to the earlier period. 
Horse bones had become iron horseshoes, within the intervening centuries marking constella-
tion Horse/Pegasus. The tradition of setting out the figures as recognizable features thus gains a 
time depth of at least 1600 years within the region.

Chapter 5: As Chapter 3 provided some background and extension of the discussion based 
on data presented in Chapter 2, Chapter 5 provides background of sky phenomena studies 
in somewhat contextualizing the regional interpretation of Chapter 4. Anthropological and 
historical examples are given of how inhabitants of the world are doing interesting, culturally 
specific things with the stars. Also touched upon is the alignment debate among researchers of 
prehistoric societies. The literature on the subject of cultural astronomy has become enormous 
(cf Ruggles 1999). Less attention has been given to historical texts of European areas, and these 
are brought to the fore for showing similarities: for some Greeks, Romans, Germani, church and 
popular culture (folk) matters. 

Reading missionary texts, it is difficult not to take them literally as referring to pagans rever-
ing sky phenomena, and even gods as planets, for example. The subject has been hotly debated 
within text analyses, but the direction of debate is also part of shorter-term mentality. Through 
a very brief examination of the last 150 years of scholarly research as mentality on the subject, 
the blockage to acceptance of cultural astronomy in the present can be somewhat understood. 
The mid-19th c. paradigm of the evolution of religion, still (implicitly) informing mentality of 
what is acceptable for ‘astronomy’ within small-scale societies gained the upper hand at the end 
of the 19th c.: Prerequisite for doing anything with the sky, in any type of organized fashion was 
a stage not reached by small-scale society within Europe, until the advent of the Middle Ages, 
influenced by knowledge of Babylonian and Greek precepts, as civilizing influence. The anthro-
pological examples at the beginning of the chapter belie the point.

Whether or not solar and astral interpretations are something undergoing cyclical fashion or 
if acceptance has to do with modern mentalities on the ancestors will remain to be seen. The 
subject has been gaining more than specialist attention in the last thirty years: 

‘What is of primary human interest may admittedly be the cycle of plant and animal 
growth, reproduction and fertility, and finally death, but the correlation of these things 
with the cycles of the Sun, Moon and stars is almost universal. Those who try to 
dismiss all modern astronomical analyses of prehistoric monuments as a misdirection 
of energy from some modern scientific Zeitgeist must come to terms with this fact 







of history. Not that it is a very surprising fact, for whether we like it or not we are 
all subject to these cycles’ (North 1996, 532).

Chapter 6 : The present work is different from the discussion referred to by North, as the inter-
pretation on cultural traces referring to cultural astronomy is not about monuments, but through 
everyday places and sequences within single-family settlements. Suggestions are made as to inte-
gration of features, daily life, cycles and materials of economy, and meanings of materials through 
various spheres of concerns.

Within seasonal cycles, ritual is interpreted as punctuating the year, and for the region, times 
also including digging and filling features marking settlement place. While Chapter 4 described 
the static forms marking star patterns, in an archaeological retrieved static series of plans, dis-
cussed in this chapter are the movements of those constellations, marked in the sites, over the 
sites. The directions of the laid out features, to stars and sun, as telling time, is briefly discussed. 

Movements in the sky and the inbuilt indication of interest with the sun, as part of the 
constellation figures, are used to specify further the seasonal model of ritual deposits that was 
outlined in Chapter 2. Other dimensions of marking are also discussed as to structuring con-
cerns and principles of inversion in size and direction – vertical, horizontal, mirrored, and scaled 
methods of imaging – all based on combinations of archaeologically gained data.

As well, by taking the directional in combination with materials, within particular settings, 
suggestions are made on gender of star patterns and positioning. The settlement areas covered by 
the patterns also gain sense as to gender and cosmology when taking into consideration the dif-
ferences between the earlier settlements and the later site of Schagen Muggenburg-I. This sets up 
the inversion of lived space with the night sky, and night into day: who/what is out and about, 
when. Regeneration of materials, and gifty things stuffed into star-pits, become connected with 
conceptions of the afterlife, and expectations of the otherworldly.

There are numerous topics that could have bearing on the traces interpreted, and a few 
subjects are briefly advanced, in addition to realigning ideas on simple farming life and what 
is known (historically) on Germanic cosmology. This chapter is also a start towards illustrating 
more anthropological/sociological precepts:

‘Owing to the extremely important social function which it fulfils in orchestrat-
ing the group’s activity, the calendar is one of the most codified aspects of social 
existence….Practical taxonomies, instruments of cognition and communication 
which are the precondition for the establishment of meaning and the consensus on 
meaning, exert their structuring efficacy only to the extent that they are themselves 
structured. This does not mean that they can be adequately treated by “structural”, 
“componential”, or any other form of strictly internal analysis which, in artificially 
wrenching them from their conditions of production and use, inevitably fails to 
understand their social functions’ (Bourdieu 1977, 97).

Orchestrating the marking of the death of the settlement by covering them with mounds is 
regarded through a larger regional scale. This aspect returns to one of the features already noted 
for the region, but provides an interpretation of why it may have been done. The superstructure 
of the dwellings was first dismantled, leaving the floor level undisturbed, and avoiding distur-
bance of hearths. This is a distinctive pattern for many of the single farmstead sites to the north-
northeast of the course of the Oer-IJ, for at least the period of the 7th c. BC to the 4th c. AD, 







the Early Iron Age to the Late Roman Iron Age.7 The tradition also undoubtedly contributed 
to the excellent preservation of the structures under these mounds. For the Assendelver Polders 
in any case, the ‘wet feet’ theory as part of archaeologist mentality was shown to be unaccept-
able in interpreting why these mounds may have been raised, and considered more likely was 
a reinforcing of the house location (Abbink 1986; Therkorn & Abbink 1987, 141-142). Brandt 
and Van der Leeuw (1987, 345) also suggested factors to do with ‘visibility’. Both suggestions 
would seem to apply.

For the area, more sites have been excavated, and it now appears that those covering aban-
doned dwellings with low mounds lived ‘above’ the natural border of the Oer-IJ (fig. 1). The 
tradition may also define a cultural entity, such as a tribe. Along with the habit of shifting build-
ing location, thus preserving the integrity of the house site, a definite style of living can be 
determined through a consistency of marking place. 

With the mounds of Schagen covering literally deconstructed dwellings and the large star-
images of pit formations, the dead settlement is suggested to have been reified into another type 
of landscape, co-existent with lived settlements, forming monuments, and also ‘functioning’ 
within cultivation activities. Preserved within the landscape, the mounds are visible and are cre-
ated landscape features of the settled coastal zone. 

As a landscape of past settlements, the settled landscape, and sea to the west, with a broad 
beach in between, gain an interpretation of positioning within a cosmological landscape, as an 
image of the heavens, on a larger scale than the single farmstead. Tri-partition of a living settle-
ment at the small scale is found similarly structured at a regional scale when covered with a 
mound. With the physical and conceptual boundary of the sea to the west, the directional of 
up-down as horizontal plane is seen as the major spatial landscape, correlated with that of the 
heavens. It is also the means by which some additional interpretations can be put forward for 
tri-partition and cosmological perception of space in regarding well-known materials in the 
next, and last, chapter.

Chapter 7: Six examples, only, from outside the region of excavation, and within other specialists’ 
area of research, are briefly regarded in how ‘stars’ and something like the concerns sketched for 
the Schagen inhabitants may be illustrated elsewhere. These topics are all only briefly discussed 
and serve mainly to frame future aspects of study. The examples derive from the Later Bronze 
Age to the 13th century AD, in different scales and different materials.

The White Horse of Uffington could be landscaping the horse constellation, and be seen in 
conjunction with Dragon Hill, as constellation Dragon. Celtic coin iconography is interpreted 
as categorising Day:Night for the proverbial two sides of the ‘coin’. Germanic bracteates, better 
understood as to pictured mythological figures, are considered to be similarly Night:Day imag-
ery. As the images of myths can be so understood, so can the place and movement of the textual 
myths.  Yi-Fu Taun has stated:

‘Astronomic time is experienced as the sun’s daily round and the parade of the sea-
sons; its nature is repetition. Mythic space is often organized around a coordinate 
system of cardinal points and around a central vertical axis. ... Has the human mind 
perceived and organized space in accordance with the biological experience of 
rhythmic time? Rhythm or period has two models: the pendulum that swings back 
and forth along a line, and the clock whose hands move in circles’ (Yi-Fu Tuan 1978, 
714; cited in Lyle 1990, 92).







For the northern Germanic mythological setting, the suggested perspective of ‘astronomic time’ 
is distinguished as a dual focus on night features and the sun. With the settlement interpreta-
tion, the above can be reconsidered within a Germanic base of the dialectics of night and day, 
and related to ‘mythic space’ within cycles, but moving towards the end of the settlement. An 
interpretation is put forward of a basic stratification of textual landscaping in those works most 
often cited for understanding Germanic mythology, the Poetic Edda and the Prose Edda. The 
opening poem of the Poetic Edda, the Voluspa, is considered. With the constellation figures of the 
Schagen settlement, the action within the Voluspa becomes pinpointed as three of the constella-
tions are recognizable and other figures then gain a relative space/time, as stanza progression. At 
the most literal level, the Voluspa can be read as a primer on constellation movements, literally 
‘telling time’ of one year, and at the same time, of the coming year, if charted during one long 
winter’s night. 

Following the settlement indications of a constellation, Snorri Sturluson’s creation myth on 
Audhumla, the giant cow of the Prose Edda, could be a 13th century telling of the constellation 
figure susceptible to risings and fallings. A few other famous cows are considered, as transformed 
pagan understandings still relevant within folklore, but also with a remembered sky context. 

The last text, the Revelation of John, is very briefly mentioned whereby a reading of literal 
pagan space is evident. Suggested is that John of Patmos was eradicating a pagan system of per-
ceiving the sky as three parts, while substituting a new vision of the sky as the unified kingdom 
of heaven, within Christian belief and myth. 

Questions of origins of perceiving the night sky – as a form of tri-partition – have been avoided 
throughout this present work. The subjects of this last chapter are very briefly discussed whereby 
the main reason for mentioning them at all is to give an idea of how the interpretation gained 
from mainly settlement features and materials can be applied for other categories of finds. Also 
implied is where future research could go forward in other areas of research and regions, with 
testable patterns of the placement and spatial arrangement of features. Pits, across Europe, are not 
well understood and the various interpretations put forward in this work could go to framing 
an integrated approach to specific ritual, as part of religion, and interwoven concerns. 






